Optimizing Analysis, Visualization, and Navigation of Large Image Data Sets: One 5000-Section CT Scan Can Ruin Your Whole Day

The technology revolution in image acquisition, instrumentation, and methods has resulted in vast data sets that far outstrip the human observers’ ability to view, digest, and interpret modern medical images by using traditional methods. This may require a paradigm shift in the radiologic interpretation process. As human observers, radiologists must search for, detect, and interpret targets. Potential interventions should be based on an understanding of human perceptual and attentional abilities and limitations. New technologies and tools already in use in other fields can be adapted to the health care environment to improve medical image analysis, visualization, and navigation through large data sets. This historical psychophysical and technical review touches on a broad range of disciplines but focuses mainly on the analysis, visualization, and navigation of image data performed during the interpretive process. Advanced postprocessing, including three-dimensional image display, multimodality image fusion, quantitative measures, and incorporation of innovative human-machine interfaces, will likely be the future. Successful new paradigms will integrate image and nonimage data, incorporate workflow considerations, and be informed by evidence-based practices. This overview is meant to heighten the awareness of the complexities and limitations of how radiologists interact with images, particularly the large image sets generated today. Also addressed is how human-machine interface and informatics technologies could combine to transform the interpretation process in the future to achieve safer and better quality care for patients and a more efficient and effective work environment for radiologists.
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Modern medical imaging modalities such as multidetector computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance (MR) imaging, and positron emission tomography (PET) fused with CT generate large data sets that are difficult and time-consuming to review by using the standard axial section view. Advanced image visualization and data navigation techniques, adapted successfully in other fields, may aid radiologists in their daily tasks. An understanding of radiologists’ visual and interpretive behaviors, explored in conjunction with the capabilities of innovative advanced technologies, may provide useful new paradigms for interpreting results from medical imaging examinations.

Because the interpretive process involves multiple complex steps, each cannot be discussed in detail here. What follows is a broad historical, psychophysical, and technical review focused predominantly on medical image analysis, visualization, and navigational tasks performed during the interpretive process. Although nonimaging data could alter how visualization tools are adopted, and other elements of the interpretive process will likely fundamentally change, this overview is meant to examine evolving challenges of radiologists in the visualization, navigation, and interpretation of the large complex imaging studies of today in the context of human perception, human-machine interfaces, and advances in informatics technologies.

### Historical Overview

#### Analog Era

In the analog era (up to the mid-1990s) in radiology, we lived in simpler times. Diagnostic imaging studies typically contained a relatively small number of images for review (eg, perhaps 30 cross-sectional images from a single-section shoot-and-scoot CT scanner). The physical properties of images recorded on film were based on the technical factors that were fixed at the time of image acquisition by a combination of the properties of the acquisition device and the characteristics of the film used as the display device. For a given exposure technique, the main variables were contrast, brightness, sharpness, and noise. Although some reprocessing of images could be done (eg, at the scanner), once recorded on film, images were immutable—the only display tools were the use of a hot light to impart a perceived enhancement of contrast to visualize dark areas of the film better and the use of a magnifying glass to visualize fine detail. The film display systems of the time (eg, light boxes) were standardized and easy to deploy and maintain.

On the psychophysical side, improvements in eye tracking technology made it possible to characterize radiologists’ viewing and search patterns on these static projection images. On the basis of these data, Kandel, Carmody, Nodine, and their colleagues proposed that radiologists began with a quick gestalt overview, followed by a visual search and detailed inspection of the image (1–3). Eye movement data could also document increases in search efficiency with training and experience (4).

#### Early Digital Era

In the early digital era (up to the early 2000s), the field witnessed evolutionary changes. Image acquisition devices produced somewhat larger numbers of images per examination (eg, a spiral CT scanner could generate as many as 100 images at a time). Images were often still printed and archived on film—still with contrast, brightness, sharpness, and noise as the main image characteristics. The acquired data sets were inherently digital and thus had a large dynamic range, so several versions of the image set had to be printed with varying mappings of image data to gray levels, corresponding to different contrast and brightness (or window and level) settings. Signal to noise was still a function of technique and a tradeoff between dosage and human safety factors. The spatial resolution was limited largely by what was considered a manageable digital file size, as well as by digital detector capabilities, as it is today.

However, once printed to film, the images were still immutable, and the light box display systems were still simple. When faced with the need to review dozens of static images, which were often spread out over several viewing panels, radiologists needed to modify their reading patterns. However, this does not seem to have been the subject
of much eye tracking research to date. Clearly, substantial eye and head movements would be required to cover all of the “real estate.” Moreover, any gestalt impression would now need to be based on the concatenation of the axial sections into some internalized three-dimensional (3D) representation.

Current Era
In the current dynamic digital era (from 2005 onward), there have been revolutionary changes in image-viewing paradigms. The radiologist must now view hundreds or thousands of images (eg, advanced multidetector CT of the cardiovascular system produces several thousand images during one examination). It is no longer practical to print images from entire imaging examinations on film. The studies are instead viewed on computer workstations by using electronic displays, taking fuller advantage of the inherently digital characteristics of the data. Images are generally still viewed as axial sections, which is an artifact of image acquisition for the cross-sectional modalities. Display formats such as cine or stack mode have become generally preferred over tile format as radiologists begin to move away from the traditional film paradigm (6–9).

Further advances in the technologies of today enable the acquisition of isotropic voxels with equal dimensions in the x, y, and z planes, which when combined with current computing capabilities, can be used to create true 3D volumes of data. Options now exist to produce and view studies as multiplanar reformations, multiplanar slabs, maximum intensity projections, 3D shaded surface and volume renderings, and virtual reality representations—visualizing images with color, motion, and multimodality fusion of anatomic structural and physiologic functional information. Images making use of the large digital dynamic range can now be produced on the fly by using various preset window and level (contrast and brightness) display settings for viewing. The images are no longer immutable; their digital nature makes them amenable to post-processing and novel displays. There is also great potential to more easily and accurately extract quantitative information from the image data, including morphologic and physiologic metrics to combine with genomic information which is now increasingly available.

The display of radiologic images has therefore evolved from static analog film on a light box to true 3D dynamic color displays that can be manipulated in real time (Fig 1). Some standards currently exist for the hardware and software requirements for producing and viewing processed images (10–14). Electronic display systems have different variables than film-based displays and can be more difficult to characterize, standardize, and maintain.

With the transition from small static analog to large dynamic digital medical imaging sets, radiologists and/or human observers must be radically changing their visual search and image interpretation rituals. While in simpler times even an introductory textbook could suggest optimal visual search paths (15), the radiologist of today is faced with an enormous number of viewing and reading options. We are only now returning to human performance research that can identify the strengths and weaknesses of different viewing paradigms.

In this article, we will attempt to articulate and describe the types of tasks that radiologists perform when interpreting images and communicating results to referring clinicians. We will go back to basics and review what is known about the interaction of human observers with complex data sets. Thereafter, we will attempt to identify promising approaches that use technology to help radiologists perform their increasingly complex jobs more efficiently while maintaining a high quality of care and performance.

Radiologists’ Visual and Interpretative Tasks (Back-to-Basic Psychophysics)
Radiologists must perform a wide variety of tasks, each of which may call on different aspects of human visual processing capabilities. Advanced technologies may be useful in facilitating these tasks if their application can be adapted to radiology and health care environments. One attractive approach to organizing the growth, development, testing, and deployment of new assistive technologies in medical imaging would be to understand the radiologist’s tasks and to identify technologies and approaches that best fit each task.

Detection and Localization
When interpreting a diagnostic imaging study, the radiologist’s first task is the detection and localization of any potential abnormalities. This task typically takes different forms, depending on the imaging modality being used and the conspicuity of any abnormalities. Human performance limitations lead to errors in this task. These errors can take the form of false-negative or false-positive judgments (16), with the relative costs of each depending on the specific situation. Errors arise from several causes. Lesions can be missed if the radiologist’s gaze is never directed to the target. Even when the target attracts the viewer’s gaze and is fixated visually, the target may not be “strong” enough for the viewer to recognize it as an abnormality, or the viewer may consciously decide not to report the existence of the target as an abnormality (eg, believing it is an artifact or a normal structure) (17). The dramatic increases in the number of images associated with each examination make the radiologist’s search job more complex and time-consuming. For a variety of reasons, error rate might be expected to increase with the number of images required to be examined (18,19).

There are several key psychophysical factors that influence radiologists’ ability to perform the detect-and-locate task. These include perceptual factors such as target conspicuity and background clutter, as well as attentional factors that arise in the search process. The probability that a target will be “hit” increases as the conspicuity increases. The signal-to-noise ratio is a standard way to quantify the conspicuity of the target. For examinations such as projection radiography and nuclear medicine (noise-limited modalities), the probability of detection is closely related to the signal-to-noise ratio of the target.
and whether this value exceeds a threshold (often cited as the signal being four times stronger than the noise in the surrounding image [20,21]). Interestingly, with cross-sectional images, the signal-to-noise ratio of the target is typically higher than the threshold (for example, the signal strength of a soft-tissue nodule surrounded by air-containing lung...
on a CT image is typically far above the threshold needed to see the abnormality.

Interventions that boost the signal-to-noise ratio would be expected to improve performance. For example, with cross-sectional images, a key constraint on a reader’s ability to detect and locate targets is often the physical similarity of the lesion with nearby normal structures. In the lung nodule case, a spherical nodule looks similar to a tubular vessel in cross section (Fig 2). Tools are still lacking to quantify such anatomic noise that is generated by distracting or indistinguishable structures on the image. Visualization techniques such as 3D renderings can help the reader separate objects in space and differentiate normal from similarly appearing abnormal structures. Advanced assistive technologies can provide flags to ensure that the radiologist has at least fixated on all parts or all relevant parts of the whole image volume. Several virtual or CT colonographic applications have this capability (V3D; Viatronix, Stony Brook, NY). Other tools such as computer-aided detection (CAD) systems for mammograms (R2 ImageChecker; Hologic, Bedford, Mass) highlight potentially abnormal areas on an image, alerting the radiologist to reexamine them.

Mere visibility is not enough. Although the example search task in Figure 3 is far simpler than one would encounter in medical imaging, it illustrates several concepts. The items in Figure 3 are visible enough, and once readers attend to a specific item, they will have no problem determining if it is a T or an L. However, a reader will have to search to find a T. If a target lesion is not immediately detectable on first glance, the task becomes a visual search task, and the rules governing the deployment of selective attention to different parts of the image are invoked. Work with nonmedical stimuli has uncovered a wide range of factors that govern the efficiency and success of visual search (22). For example, the course of a search is influenced by the specificity with which the shape, orientation, and other basic features of the target can be described. The searcher benefits from knowing a priori the characteristics of the target (23). This is not always possible in a medical image detection task.

Search for an unknown number of targets raises the possibility of satisfaction of search errors (24–26) in which detection of one target makes detection of subsequent targets less likely. Effectively, the readers either give up their search too early or change their decision criterion in a manner that causes them to reject a second target that they might have flagged if they had not found another target. If fewer than three Ts were found in Figure 3, the reader has fallen victim to satisfaction of search. This is a near relative of the larger problem of search termination. It can be difficult for an image reader to decide when to stop the search process and declare an image to be normal. Search processes can also be influenced by the prevalence of targets on the images (27,28), with rare targets being missed more often in laboratory experiments (29). This problem only becomes more difficult as the number of images or the size of the data set increases.

Computer-based aids can search an image set and mark candidate abnormalities for rereview by the radiologist, potentially reducing false-negative rates if used correctly. Such tools are referred to as CAD systems, as opposed to computer-aided diagnosis systems which are designed to help radiologists determine whether or not a lesion is cancerous, for example (30). The predominant existing applications in clinical use today are for nodule detection on mammograms and for chest radiography and CT (31). Numerous studies have shown the effectiveness of CAD systems when used in conjunction with radiologists (32). Even though a reader finds an object on the image, normal structures can be misinterpreted, and artifacts or unfortunate concatenations of findings can generate a false-positive result. Although this is improving, many CAD systems currently have false-positive rates that are high, particularly under conditions in which a lesion is rare (eg, screening). Assumptions of prevalence made by CAD systems (33,34) can affect diagnostic accuracy.

Two key studies have examined the perceptual effects of CAD in the detection of lung nodules on chest radiographs; the first examined the effect of reader skill on the benefits of CAD, the effect of reading pattern (independent, sequential, and concurrent) on the benefits of CAD, the effect of true-positive, false-positive, and false-negative CAD prompts, and the effect of CAD on interpretation time (35). In addition to the aforementioned factors, the second study examined the effect of CAD on radiologists’ confidence in their decisions (36). Both studies showed that radiologists did improve their detection of cancerous lung nodules when they used CAD prompts (30). The failure of CAD to mark a cancer (false-negative) slightly lowered the radiologist’s confidence in
such cases; CAD true-positive prompts tended to increase the radiologist’s confidence levels slightly in cases in which CAD confirmed the radiologist’s initial correct detections of cancer, and confidence increased greatly in cases in which the radiologist did not originally detect a cancer, but with CAD, did detect it and was highly confident that this detection was correct (36). Investigators of both studies thought the benefits of using CAD outweighed the risk (30). One might imagine that improved image processing, display visualization, and navigational tools could increase the conspicuity of lesions and depict those potentially confusing image features more clearly, thus contributing to a reduced false-positive rate.

### Change Assessment

After search, detection, and localization of a lesion, a second visual task for the radiologist may be to establish the pattern of change of an abnormality over the course of time. Typically, this is done with pairwise comparisons of images obtained at different time points. Radiologists can use qualitative or quantitative criteria, or both, to estimate the direction and magnitude of change. This can be a difficult perceptual task, made more difficult if the target lesion is poorly seen, is poorly defined, or exhibits multiple or complex changes over time. Acquisition differences between the images to be compared (eg, changes in the positioning of the patient, reconstruction kernel, or section selection) can make comparison harder. For example, Figure 4a and 4b show the same axial CT section through the liver but processed with different reconstruction kernels. The subtle low-attenuating soft-tissue lesion in the liver is more apparent on Figure 4b because of less image smoothing. Figure 4b and 4c demonstrate the effect a slightly different section location has on the shape and conspicuity of the liver lesion, as well as visibility of a splenic lesion. Performance can deteriorate further if multiple lesions exist, if lesions are of multiple types, and/or if change needs to be traced over many time points. As with the detection tasks, these problems are only made worse by an ever-increasing number of images to be reviewed.

### Target Characterization

A third visual task is to characterize the nature of the target lesion. This task calls on visual and cognitive resources to correctly match the appearance of the lesion to a specific pathologic entity. Increasingly, radiologists are also called on to combine information obtained from multiple types of imaging studies performed in the same patient. Combining multispectral information by using techniques such as multimodality image fusion or image registration can clarify the anatomic physical structure and physiologic functional character of a target abnormality (37,38). However, to perform this task well, the radiologist is called on to use perception, memory, and organizational skills to identify the lesion(s) properly at multiple examinations and to have internalized complex algorithms that permit improved lesion classification based on the appearance of the lesion across modalities.

### Assistive Technologies

Assistive technologies, such as multimodality image fusion, image subtraction, texture analysis, and the use of motion and color, may be able to help the radiologist make more accurate assessments of lesion change and facilitate analysis of larger data sets. Standardization in methods (eg, mensuration techniques, imaging acquisition protocols, processing algorithms, and error measurements) across researchers and from vendor to vendor is required to enable high precision and scientific evaluation and validation of quantitative measures. Quantitative information in change detection is particularly important in informing clinical management decisions in oncologic cases, for example.

#### Figure 4

![Axial CT images show liver lesion with variable appearance because of contrast material timing and reconstruction kernel. (a) Subtle, difficult to measure, low-attenuating soft-tissue lesion in the liver. (b) The same lesion with later timing and less image smoothing. (c) The effect of a slight difference in section selection changes the perceived shape of the lesion, as well as the delineation of lesion margins. Note the improved visualization of the splenic lesion in c compared with b.](radiology.rsna.org)
introduce errors. Findings in image data sets that may contain hundreds of megabytes of data are assimilated into a prose report that may contain just a few kilobytes of information.

Assistive technology could augment the prose content of the report by adding illustrative and/or annotated images, in the form of multimedia reports (Fig 5). This would permit the radiologist to transmit images with each abnormality annotated. The images could provide graphical information about the change in a lesion over time. Advanced telecommunication devices and high-speed networks could allow radiologists to transmit images and reports to referring physicians and to use handheld devices to engage in a collaborative, real-time discussion, by using markups of the images themselves. Several guidelines for appropriate communication of diagnostic imaging findings exist (39,40), and there have been multiple efforts to improve the quality and clarity of radiology reports by further structuring the content, most notably the Breast Imaging Reporting and Data System lexicon for breast imaging (41) and structured reporting for ultrasonography (42,43) and cardiovascular imaging (44). A large effort has been underway to create and augment a lexicon for uniform indexing and retrieval of radiology information from radiology reports (the ontology RadLex®) (45,46), the adoption of which could additionally improve report quality. It is likely that more radiologic reports will be structured in the future perhaps with embedded clinical management decision support features (47,48).

Methods for communication of radiologic interpretations, in particular communication of critical test results, could benefit from advanced information systems technologies. Traditional methods of communicating results include telephone or hallway conversations and mailed or faxed reports; each has its limitations (40). Best practices for improved patient care and higher quality radiologic services include mechanisms for verifying receipt and understanding of results, audit logs of communication times, and alerts or reminders for follow-up patient treatment activities (49). Automated

**Figure 5**

*a.* Radiology report formats. (a) Plain text report. (b) Report with text and annotated images.

c. **Figure 5:** Radiology report formats. (a) Plain text report. (b) Report with text and annotated images.
Electronic communications software and hardware technologies could facilitate this process to ensure patient safety, particularly for findings that are nonurgent but may require further diagnostic tests or clinical management decisions needing to be performed in the future. Adoption of newer communications technologies in health care, such as text messaging or social networking tools such as Facebook or Twitter, may fundamentally transform the communications paradigm.

**Image-guided Interventions**

A fifth task for the radiologist, which is largely beyond the scope of this review, is to use imaging systems to guide the performance of interventional or minimally invasive procedures. In these circumstances, an array of different perceptual, cognitive, and motor skills need to be integrated constructively to ensure that the procedure is performed safely and effectively. Assistive technologies exist that can help train radiologists in procedure performance and sharpen the accuracy of percutaneous procedures, as well as allow real-time monitoring of procedure effectiveness.

**Use of Advanced Technologies to Aid Radiologists**

The radiologist and/or image interpreter is facing increasing difficulty accomplishing the visual and interpretive tasks of search, detection, localization, change assessment, and target classification as the complexity of image and nonimage data sets grows. It is incumbent on our community to develop new tools or adapt existing technologies to help radiologists, as well as referring clinicians, cope with the overwhelming amount of information contained in modern medical imaging studies.

Several national and professional organizations, including the Society for Imaging Informatics in Medicine, the Radiological Society of North America, the National Institutes of Health (specifically the National Cancer Institute), and others, have made strides to tackle this problem. The Society for Imaging Informatics in Medicine launched an initiative in 2004 termed Transforming the Radiological Interpretation Process to raise awareness of the problem of increasingly large medical image data sets. The initiative brought together physicians and scientists to collaborate on the development of a shared vision for the future of diagnostic radiology image interpretation and to articulate specifications for technical systems that would help realize the vision.

Interestingly, now in 2011, glimpses of potential assistive technologies may be emerging from sources outside of medicine. Specifically, computer-based visualization, navigation, and rendering tools derived from the entertainment and gaming industries, as well as target detection, classification, and change detection tools derived from the aerospace and security industries, may be useful for radiology in the not too distant future, if they can be applied to health care and made practical for adoption in the clinical arena. The remainder of this review describes some of these emerging tools and discusses how they could help in our field of medical imaging.

**Visualization Tools That Facilitate Data Reduction**

The classic approach taken by a radiologist to detect and locate an abnormality in a small data set, such as frontal and lateral chest images, has been to first create (almost instantly) a holistic or gestalt impression of the image, then to conduct a more organized search (1–4). From experience, although viewing a whole image set in rapid cine mode can provide some gestalt, with the gigantic data sets of the 21st century typically displayed as a series of cross-sectional images, the opportunity to create an overview or holistic look could be lost. Viewing methods, such as a 3D display of the entire cross-sectional imaging data set, may permit the radiologist to recapture the opportunity to develop a comprehensive gestalt survey before digging deeper into the image data.

**Stereoscopic displays.**—One approach to 3D visualization that is making a comeback is stereoscopic viewing (50,51). Stereoscopic pairs of skull x-ray films were once in widespread clinical use for evaluation of the skull but are no longer used routinely. With the development of high-quality digital radiography, the value of stereo displays is now being rediscovered. Specifically, it has been found that stereoscopic viewing of stereo pairs of mammograms (Fig 6) produced greater true-positive and much fewer false-positive results than conventional viewing methods (52). Investigators reported that the use of stereo gave the reader a clearer overall picture of normal as well as abnormal breast anatomy and freed the reader from the confusion of overlapping shadows encountered at projection radiography.

Several different technologies exist for displaying stereo pairs of acquired images or stereo pairs of projections through volumetric image sets (33), including dual displays utilizing passive cross-polarized glasses (54), frame sequential displays utilizing active shutter glasses (55), and autostereoscopic displays that require no glasses (56). Figure 7 shows a dual-display system. Regardless of the technology used, the requirement is to deliver one image of the pair to one eye only and the other image to the other eye only, with the result that the observer perceives depth as the visual system fuses the two images. This approach could, for example, allow the image reader to take in all, or a movable portion, of a 5000-image data set in a single, holistic view. Then, in a fashion analogous to the classic detection and localization process, the reader could zero in on suspected abnormalities and examine those image regions in greater detail for target classification.

**Head tracking.**—Another way to achieve a 3D effect for the reader is to use devices that track the position of the reader’s head and eyes and adjusts the reader’s view accordingly. This approach uses motion parallax to create a similar perceptual effect as stereoscopic viewing. Stereopsis relies on the geometric regularity of the difference between the two retinal images to recover the third dimension from two-dimensional images. Similar geometry applies when even a single eye moves. Given two or more views of the same scene or, better yet, a moving view of...
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analyses of cross-sectional images. A remaining challenge facing the sectional phase of image interpretation is the length of time it would take for the reader to scroll through thousands of such images. One approach to speeding and simplifying this task has been to combine several extremely thin sections into a single slab of arbitrary thickness and then to slide this viewing slab through the imaged volume. This takes less time than what would be required to view the individual thin sections. Again, if an abnormality were suspected on the sliding slab images, the reader could zoom in and evaluate the individual thin sections that demonstrate the suspected abnormality optimally.

Three-dimensional and pseudo 3D volumetric rendering.—A number of different 3D viewing technologies such as those described below have seen dramatic development during the past decade. Coupled with the ability to acquire true isotropic voxel data sets, these 3D renderings produce realistic and useful representations. Modern CT and MR imaging systems that generate isotropic voxels facilitate image viewing in the three orthogonal planes (axial, sagittal, and coronal) or in a customized angled or curved format. Some MR imaging pulse sequences result in 3D data primarily. Visualizations of such data in 3D can now be rendered relatively quickly and easily on personal computers, even though the mathematical algorithms used are very computationally intensive.

Once the radiologist has viewed a condensed overall view of the complex image, he or she may want to move on to a second stage of image interrogation that would involve more detailed analyses of cross-sectional images. A remaining challenge facing the sectional phase of image interpretation is the length of time it would take for the reader to scroll through thousands of such images. One approach to speeding and simplifying this task has been to combine several extremely thin sections into a single slab of arbitrary thickness and then to slide this viewing slab through the imaged volume. This takes less time than what would be required to view the individual thin sections. Again, if an abnormality were suspected on the sliding slab images, the reader could zoom in and evaluate the individual thin sections that demonstrate the suspected abnormality optimally.

Three-dimensional and pseudo 3D volumetric rendering.—A number of 3D and pseudo 3D visualization techniques currently exist with some becoming more commonly used clinically. These methods typically combine planar or curved reformations, projection techniques, shaded surface displays, or volume renderings, with motion or viewer-driven scrolling to create the impression of three dimensionality. Several of these technologies have been used in nuclear medicine for decades and have become fairly common ways of displaying CT and MR imaging vascular studies. The 3D relationships among structures, when displayed in a rotating frame, can be difficult for an untrained observer to internalize but are increasingly being used by radiologists and image-intensive specialists for task-specific applications.

Figure 6: (a, b) Mammogram stereo pair. To visualize the stereo affect, readers must cross their eyes slightly to direct the left mammogram to the right eye and vice versa. Visual fusion results in the perceived depth on the mammogram.

Figure 7: Stereo display workstation for mammography. This dual-display system based on a prototype high-resolution display (StereoMirror; Planar, Beaverton, Ore), utilizes passive cross-polarized glasses.
Currently, multiplanar reformations in coronal, sagittal, and oblique planes are used in conjunction with axial sections to eliminate the superposition of voxels lying outside the selected plane (59,60,63). They can be interactively interrogated in cine loops on many postprocessing workstations and some PACS. Curved reformatons can be used to visualize structures that do not follow a straight line (eg, vasculature, ureter, intestine) (61,62,64).

Multiplanar slabs use projection techniques, such as maximum intensity projections and minimum intensity projections, to enhance the visualization of specific tissues or diseases. Maximum intensity projections are used to display bony structures, vasculature, and nodules, while minimum intensity projections are used to visualize airways and emphysema (60,65,66).

Shaded surface displays are surface representations of the volumetric data based on a threshold, and although shaded surface displays are increasingly being replaced by volume renderings, shaded surface displays have been used in virtual bronchoscopy (Fig 8, Movies 1–3 [online]) and colonography and are often viewed as fly-through movies. True 3D volume renderings use transparency effects, color, and weighted representations of the data to preserve depth and spatial relationships between structures. Although computationally intensive, these visualizations are fairly easy to create and will likely remain a reference standard for 3D viewing for some time, though volume rendering is now preferable to shaded surface display for most applications (66,67) (Fig 9).

**Beyond the third dimension.**—Four-dimensional viewing adds temporal information to the 3D volumes where multiple volumes acquired at sequential time points can be viewed in a cine loop to give the appearance of motion (eg, the beating heart, respiration, perfusion, joint motion) (68–70). Five-dimensional display representations typically use functional measures to add another layer of information (eg, myocardial perfusion data at cardiac PET/CT) (71). This additional layer is registered and fused with the underlying data set (Fig 10, Movie 4 [online]).

**Multimodality image fusion.**—Fusion has been routine for viewing PET/CT data for years (72) (Fig 11). There have been advances in fusion acquisition techniques with novel imaging systems (eg, single photon emission computed tomography [SPECT]/CT and PET/MR imaging) (71,73,74) (Fig 12). Techniques have been developed to register image data acquired at different time points and with different imaging systems to facilitate fusion (eg, PET/CT and MR imaging). These techniques have also been applied to change detection across serial examinations.

**Holographic rendering.**—Creating a static or dynamic holographic projection of 3D data is attractive because the free-standing appearance of the image makes its interpretation intuitive to the human observer, and in addition, the viewer gains different perspectives on the image through head motion (75). Many advances have been made, including full-color holography. However, to date, the spatial resolution of holographic displays has been insufficient for radiologic image interpretation, although holography has been used in microscopy (76), echocardiography (77,78), guiding invasive medical-surgical procedures (79), measurement of tympanic membranes (80), depicting pelvic fractures (81), and forensics (82).

### Advanced Postprocessing Workflow and Hanging Protocols
The creation of multiplanar reformats and 3D representations can be time-consuming, requires additional training,
and is often performed on stand-alone workstations in a separate 3D laboratory. Powerful and intuitive software applications now exist (eg, 3D Slicer [Brigham and Women’s Hospital, Boston, Mass] and software from multiple vendors) that make it possible to perform advanced postprocessing more easily. However, to optimize their use, it is our belief that these applications must be embedded into clinical workflow through integration into PACS workstations where radiologists perform all of the tasks involved in primary image interpretation (8,83,84). This will enable the real-time advanced visualization and navigation through the image data provided by the specialty applications, with all of the necessary features that a PACS workstation provides (eg, access to all the relevant nonimage data, optimized workflow through real-time virtual work lists coordinating simultaneous use by multiple physicians, automated archiving and prefetching of relevant prior examinations, integrated report generation) that are lacking with the stand-alone systems.

These workflows would allow the reader, armed with the overview developed from the holistic 3D displays, to
also use the sectional data to zero in on suspected abnormalities and evaluate them in a thorough and flexible fashion at the interpretation workstation. The ability to automate and easily switch between various display format hanging protocols is essential for adoption and eventual transition to the new visualization paradigms. Advanced visualizations must be available in enterprise-wide image distribution systems as well to enable viewing by referring clinicians at the point of care.

**Tools That Facilitate Navigation through Large Numbers of Images**

Radiologists currently use keyboard and mouse flywheel or trackball systems almost exclusively for navigation through image sets in a single plane at a time. These hardware interface devices are relatively unsophisticated and provide only fairly coarse controls. Repetitive stress injuries can result from thousands of mouse clicks or flywheel spins in a given day. Optimization of the human-machine user interface must be achieved to facilitate navigation through the increasing number of medical images a radiologist must view and interpret (6,8, 9,85). Ergonomic design must be followed to minimize user mouse movement, clicks, and scrolls (86,87).

Newer designs for the traditional computer mouse may provide the radiologist with more flexibility than simply scrolling through stacks of images (88). One such design is a 3D mouse that allows manipulation of the 3D volume so that one hand can control the viewing perspective (eg, rotation, zoom, pan, roll and tilt of the volume), while the other hand is free to use the traditional mouse or other interactive device for other specific tasks, including adjusting brightness and contrast, volume trimming, or other segmentation tools.

Alternative devices for image navigation exist that are more flexible and less cumbersome and have been in use in the gaming setting (and other venues) for many years. The simplest of these devices is the joystick. This controller can be used with one hand (freeing the other to hold dictation report generation recording or speech recognition microphones or to perform other tasks) and could permit navigation through image sets by using a range of tracking speeds and directions (88). The joystick typically is also equipped with push button or trigger controls that could launch specific image analysis or viewing routines. A fairly new handheld device for image navigation in computer games is the previously mentioned infrared controller in the popular Wii system (Nintendo). This device can be held in one hand and offers many degrees of freedom to the observer for perusing image data sets. Figure 13 illustrates a historical array of interface devices.

Efforts to develop even more sophisticated and flexible image navigation systems are beginning to deliver products to the marketplace. For example, contemporary versions of touch-sensitive screens permit the user to manipulate images on the computer screen (89), while simple hand gestures have been used in surgical suites to allow image manipulation while maintaining a sterile environment (90,91). Those familiar with the user interface of the iPhone and iPad (Apple, Cupertino, Calif) or other similar devices have experienced the swishing movements of a finger used to scroll through text and image information, as well as the spreading movements used to enlarge image size. More advanced systems available today allow multiple inputs simultaneously, thereby permitting the user to engage both hands and all 10 fingers at once. The user can manipulate the system by either touching the screen or wearing gloves with infrared emitters to signal hand positions and movements. This concept was fictionalized in the movie *Minority Report*.

Yet another approach to flexible navigation through image sets can be found in products such as Sea Dragon and Photosynth (Microsoft Live Laboratories applications, Seattle, Wash). These tools allow the user to zoom and pan seamlessly through a large library of registered images, permitting visualization of a scene from virtually any perspective and at any degree of magnification or resolution. Voice-activated workstation commands are another potential technology to simplify radiologists’ daily routine.

**Technology Tools That Speed Image Rendering**

For the radiologist to take full advantage of advanced image processing and...
navigational tools, electronic displays will need to have the computing speed to render processed images and to display new views virtually instantaneously. While the computational tools are not yet widely available at reasonable cost in medical image displays, they are widely available for personal computers, particularly in use for gaming and in the entertainment industry. A key technical advance is the acceleration provided by expanded processing speeds of video graphics cards (eg, the NVIDIA card [Santa Clara, Calif]).

Tools That Facilitate Distribution of Images and Reports to Referring Physicians

It is important to remember that once the radiologist has completed the task of image interrogation and interpretation, the electronic round trip of information passed from the referring physician to the radiologist and back again is still not complete. Historically, the radiologist’s interpretation would be transcribed, edited, and signed, and the report mailed to the referring physician.

While initially somewhat controversial, recent years have seen widespread adoption of speech recognition applications that eliminate the need for report transcription. Through integration of PACS with the electronic medical record, imaging studies can be accessible electronically, typically through a Web-based viewing application that is part of a comprehensive virtual electronic medical record in which multivendor applications are well integrated in context to provide the broad clinical functions necessary to deliver high-quality care (92–96) (Fig 14). The availability of these newer approaches has dramatically increased the speed of the distribution of images and reports to ordering clinicians and to their clinics, operating rooms, and other practice settings, potentially leading to faster clinical decision making and ultimately better care (97).

Newer technologic advances derived from the computer and telecommunications industries hold promise to make this information transfer even more rapid and more flexible. Specifically, the evolution of the capabilities of handheld computer and/or telephonic devices and the deployment of faster cellular or wireless networks combine to open a new way for radiologists to communicate the results of imaging studies to referring physicians (98–100). To cite a specific example, the iPhone (Apple) now runs medical image viewing applications that permit image display, navigation, windowing, and mark-up (Fig 15). This and other devices run on 3G and potentially soon 4G wireless networks that improve the speed and bandwidth of telecommunication. Security and data confidentiality challenges will need to be addressed, however.

The availability of these complementary tools opens up exciting new options for rapid communication and consultation. For instance, one can now push selected images from a trauma CT scan from the emergency radiologist to the trauma surgeon’s handheld telecommunications device virtually instantaneously. In addition to providing the surgeon with critical image data and the associated report, the radiologist can use the same device to have a telephonic consultation.

**Figure 13:** Composite historical array of computer interface devices from the public domain. (a) Computer mouse with standard features of two buttons and a scroll wheel. (b) Wireless keyboard with trackball. (c) Joystick. (d) Advanced five-button mouse. (e) Three-dimensional motion controller navigation device with six degrees of freedom commonly used in 3D modeling and animation. (f) Gaming controller that utilizes motion-sensing optical technology.
image processing, analysis, display, and navigation tools is necessary, but not sufficient, for their widespread clinical adoption. The optimum interpretive environment will require data archival, query, delivery, and integration tools beyond image processing. A relevant synopsis of nonimaging clinical information, including clinical notes, surgical and discharge summaries, pathology or endoscopic reports, and laboratory, genetic, and proteomic data, will need to be integrated context specific to the patient, the clinical problem or disease, and the end-user, to inform the medical imaging interpretive process (102). Even the most contemporary PACS and radiology information systems do not embed these advanced capabilities. Currently, most advanced image processing, display, and communication must be done by using third-party, stand-alone hardware and software. It is our belief that these advanced postprocessing approaches are too costly, time-consuming, and complex to be widely adopted (83,84).

Database ingest speed is something that must improve to make the acquisition of large data sets more practical and efficient so as not to overload clinical systems and their routine performance. It will be necessary to develop and deploy entirely revamped image management systems that combine elements of PACS and radiology information systems, that run on a single platform, and are integrated fully with the electronic medical record and the radiologist’s workstation providing one virtual window to all relevant image and nonimage information. This will be necessary for our field to take full advantage of the nascent hardware and software tools that will permit radiologists to take interpretation of a 5000-image CT data set in stride.

Conclusions

The technologic revolution in image acquisition instrumentation now far outstrips the human observers’ ability to view and interpret medical images by using traditional methods, and a paradigm shift may be required. Profitable areas for intervention can be identified with the surgeon, and both parties can mark up images to provide clarity.

A related advance in medical information network development is the increasing capability of Web-based systems to display information from multiple sources in near real time on a single-display device. Particularly with the advent of the next generation of Web-based systems (eg, Web 2.0), service-oriented architecture versus client-server architecture, and cloud computing (101), referring physicians and radiologists can have secure easy access to both image-based and non–image-based patient information in synchronous sessions on compact, portable display devices. The concurrent availability of multidimensional multimedia medical information should facilitate image interpretation and streamline clinical decision making.

Tools to Transform Modern Image Management

While the technologic developments described are tremendously exciting and open up vast new clinical applications for radiologists and referring physicians alike, it is important to remember that the availability of such advanced

Figure 14: Screenshot of test patient’s CT examination results from an enterprise-wide Web-based image viewer that can be launched in context from the electronic medical record. Radiologic reports and electrocardiograms are also available through the application.

Figure 15: Handheld device with a medical image viewing application that permits image display, navigation, markup, and consultation.
by examination of radiologists’ visual and attentional capabilities and consideration of the specific tasks that must be accomplished. It is also likely that with the aid of sophisticated informatics tools, delivery of a relevant detailed synopsis of nonimaging components of the patient-centric electronic medical record to the radiologist in real time will have a profound effect on every step of the image interpretation process.

New technologies and tools already in use in other fields can be adapted to the health care environment to improve medical image analysis and visualization and navigation through large data sets. Three-dimensional image display and incorporation of innovative human-machine interfaces will likely be the future. New paradigms must include integration of image and nonimaging data, as well as workflow considerations, and be informed by evidence-based practices. Academic-industry collaborations could potentially accelerate the delivery of these tools to the clinical arena.

We are approaching a revolution in the role of the imaging specialist in direct patient care. To achieve this, current practice must take full advantage of the technologies of today. This is radiology’s challenge and opportunity. Psychophysics and informatics can combine to achieve safer and better quality care for patients and a more efficient and effective work environment for radiologists.
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